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THIS IS THE GRIPPING TRUE STORY OF A YOUNG girl's journey through a childhood nightmare

that included being sexually trafficked in the suburbs of Atlanta, GA. Years of abuse, domestic

violence, and extreme stress caused a downward spiral into chaos, complex alternate personalities,

self-harm, and frequent admissions into psychiatric hospitals. With her life in ruins and any hope for

a future demolished, little did she know that one day she would uncover a life-changing secret about

her true identity. She was, in fact, royalty. In FROM RUBBLE TO ROYALTY, T. Kennedy shares her

highly personal, transformative journey from one miracle to another even as she endured

inconceivable emotional and physical suffering. She reveals how she overcame the lies in her life

and broke the chains of shame, guilt, and self-hatred. Now restored and raised from the rubble, T.

Kennedy leads others to discover their right to a new life, new joys, and new purpose as children of

the King.
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A gripping story of recovery and healing from severe trauma through simple faith in Jesus, learning

to accept responsibility, establishing healthy boundaries and receiving more than a little help from

friends...

From Rubble to Royalty is an excellent book!Itâ€™s hard for me to put into words exactly why it

stands out as different than so many of the other books that Iâ€™ve wound up being led to read



related to this topic â€“ but I believe it is the fact that Tammy is so open not just about what

happened, but that she shares in such a totally transparent manner about the entire process of

healing emotionally and spiritually that truly doesnâ€™t get spoken about as much in many other

books.Just the things on Page 226 alone, which are so raw and true, are outstanding by themselves

(as an example).Faith, healing, trust, seeking and understanding truth, and relationship are all a

process. How approachable this process and relationship with God is as His children, is clearly

visible thanks to Tammyâ€™s transparent and vulnerable sharing of her journey and relationship

with God. What is also clearly visible is the faithfulness of God, and how approachable He Himself

is.Thereâ€™s a sense of wholeness in what Tammy has written to be able to talk so openly about all

that she shares, and for that â€“ congratulations Tammy. Praise God for His story being told through

you and through this book.

Tammy Kennedy's new book, From Rubble to Royalty, is an inspiring story of her difficult journey

from an abused, broken child to a caring and compassionate adult. Like The Glass Castle, the book

is riveting! This true story is much more frightening than any fictional horror story could possibly be.

Tammy's alcoholic mother betrays her time and time again. And yet, Tammy is amazing and

resourceful in her ability to use humor and perserverence, to become healthy. It is through God's

grace and Tammy's forgiveness of all those who had wounded her that she finds inner peace. Her

story will serve as a wonderful source of redemption for many other wounded souls who yearn to

heal.EB

Thank you, thank you, Tammy Kennedy, for taking the time to share your story and educate the

reader along the way. This is way more than a compelling story. Tammy takes the time as she

captures her journey on paper, to step back and educate the reader as to what was happening

during each time period, and somehow anticipate and answer the questions that the reader is

asking along the way. This book was hard to put down and provides hope for the those of us

walking the darkest roads.BG
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